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JEI Remote Learning

In response to the Coronavirus and the resulting restrictions,
we have developed JEI Remote Learning. This temporary service allows students to continue creating good study habits
and progressing academically utilizing the JEI Self Learning
Method® and the JEI workbooks from home. The following
options could be available for your child through your local
center:
JEI Virtual Classroom recreates the familiar class environment for your child using an online platform. That way, students can continue their personalized learning plan with a JEI
Instructor in a virtual version of their class while social distancing recommendations are in eﬀect.
JEI Independent Home Study allows you to supervise your
child’s study schedule and personalized learning plan. Our
spiral-structured workbooks make learning easy and fun. Developed to be gradual, our workbooks only advance students
to new concepts when they are ready. Children, therefore, get
acclimated to concepts and understand them better. With
your help, this ensures not only conﬁdence for your child but
also independent success!
Rest assured the center’s director and instructors will
always be available for questions and assistance while
you oversee your child’s work.
Find Your Local Center

JEI MATH
Whether your child lacks conﬁdence in math or feels like a
math superstar, our JEI Math program is here to take them to
the next level!
JEI ENGLISH
Does your child struggle with expressing their thoughts?
Mastery of language arts, including grammar and vocabulary,
are important for strong communication and comprehension
skills.
JEI PROBLEM SOLVING MATH
If your child wants to continue on their path to becoming a
math genius, we recommend they join our JEI Problem
Solving Math enrichment program.
JEI READING & WRITING
If your child already loves to read and write but wants to get
even better, JEI Reading & Writing is for them! This
enrichment program will improve reading comprehension,
writing, proofreading, and editing skills.
BRAIN SAFARI CRITICAL THINKING
Our newest program is possibly our best yet for boosting
your child’s creativity! This program specializes in increasing
overall intelligence through critical thinking, logic, and
analysis.
Contact your nearest JEI Learning Center and speak to an
expert for more information!
Learn More

What to do when you
don’t understand your
kid’s homework

What your stress teaches
your child about stress

Must-have skill #5:
starting conversations
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